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Abstract

The HZETRN code requires inclusive c'_vss sections as i_tput. One of the meth.-

ods used to calculate these cross sections requires knowledge of all e:cclusi've

processes contributing to the inclusive reaction. Conservation laws are used to

determine all possible ezclusivc reaction._ involving strong interactions betwcen

pions and nuclcon.s. Inclusive particle masses arc subsequently determined and

arc needed in cross-section calculations for inclusive pio_, production.

1. Introduction

For long duration space flight, it is important to be able to predict the radiation

cnviromnent inside spacecraft. References 1 through 37 form a representative list of the

literature of direct relevance to the discussion of exclusive cross sections for pions and

mleleons pertinent to space radiation at)plications to space missions. One princiI)al tool

that has been used is the computer code HZETRN (refs. 1, 3, 4, and 5). In high energy

interactions of cosmic rays, particles called mesons are copiously produced, but these

t)articles have not yet been included in the HZETRN code. Work is currently underway

to repair this deficiency, a n(t the t)resent work is part of this effort. The lightest meson

is the pion, the most imp()rtant ()f the mesons to be included, an(l is the sut)ject of the

t)resent paper. The next heaviest meson is the kaon, and its interactions will be studied

in fllture work.

An czclusive reaction is one in which all final state particles are st)ecified, such as

A + B -+ C + D (1)

or

A+B -+ C+D+E (2)

or

A+ B --+ C + D+ E + F (3)

Let us suppose that only the above three exclusive reactions represent all of the pos-

sible processes leading to produt:tion of the particle C. All of these eouht be ineasured

experimentally and calculated theoretically (i.e., from Feynnmn rules). The exi)eriments

would have to detect all the t)alticles C, D, E, F, and a calculation would involve calcu-

lating each reaction separately for production of all t)articles C, D, E, F.

Experimentally, it. may well be Inuch easier to detect only the particle C of interest.

In that ease ()he measures the so-called inclusive reaction

A + B --+ C + X (4)

where X is a_!/tl/ing. From the abow_ analysis of the exclusive rea('tions, we know that X

could be either D or D+E or D+E+F. Even though it is easier experimentally to mea,sme

an inclusive er(_ss section rather than an exclusive one, it is actually more difficult to



calculatewitli a theory basedon Feynmanrulesbecausetile theoretical calculation of the

inclusive cross section is simply the sum of each of the separate exclusive reactions. Thus,

the inclusive calculation involves much more work than a single exclusive calculation.

To summarize, inclusive cross sections are easier experimentally, whereas exclusive cross

sections are easier theoretically.

The HZETRN code requires only inclusive cross sections as input, and a major

goal in space radiation research is to calculate such inclusiw_ (:ross sections. A method

for developing tbrmulas for spectral and total inclusive cross sections has been developed

previously (refs. 6 10). The method involves fitting curves to inclusive Lorentz invariant

differential cross sections, which are then subsequently integrated to form inclusiw_ spec-

tral distributions and total cross sections. This method involves integrations over angle

(to fi:_rm spectral distributions) and over moinentum (to form total cross sections), where

the angle and momentum are for the particle C of interest. One integrates from zero to

the maxinmm possible values of angle and momentunl for particle C. However, the for-

mulas (ref. 6) for these maxima contain th,e mass of th,c particles X/Thus, even though

HZETRN requires only inclusive cross sections, it is nevertheless necessary to analyze the

exclusive reactions contritmting to the inclusive cross section. (This topic is discussed in

more detail in Section 5 below.)

The goal of the present work is twofold. First, the aim is to use conse_ation laws to

enumerate all possible c:rclusive proecs._es contributing to the inclusive reaction. Second,

the aim is to evaluate the masses of particle.s X based on the analysis of the exclusive

reactions. These masses a'rt_ then to be used in a separate work (ref. 6) to calculate
in(:l'usiv_: cross sections.

This paper will concern itself only with plan interactions with nucleons. Furthermore,

it will be limited only to strong interactions, as these are the most important flom the

point of view of space radiation shielding.

2. Interactions

According to table 1 the strong interaction cross section is about 10 ¢; times big-

ger than the weak interaction; tiros, weak interaction reactions can be safely ignored for

space radiation studies. The situation for electromagnetic (EM) interactions is a little

more complicated. For the inelastic particle production processes to be considered, the

EM cross section is actually tiny compared to the strong interaction because higher order

tree level diagrams are involved. (Although for nuclear collisions, where the charge and

therefore coupling constant is large, EM interactions need to be considered.) Thus, for

meson i_roduction, only strong interaction reactions will be considered.



Ta.ble1. Propertiesof the FundamentalForces

Force g Decay r cr Range cr Exchange

t.ype particle

Strong 1 c_ _ 10 -2:_ sec 1 fm 1 fin 1 mb pion/ghion

EM 10 -2 _ _ 10 -H_ sec 100 _t oc oc t)hot, on

Weak 10-_i /:t > 10 -msec 1 cm l(/-a fin 1 nb Z °

Gravity 10 -la oo gq'aviton

References 2, 21, and 26 pertain to this table. Table 2 gives the conserved quantities and

selection rules and tables 3 and 4 list the relevant qauntum immbers.

g is the approzimate coupling constant and gives relative strength.

r is the typical lifetime.

cl is the typical interaction cross section, given roughly by the range squared.

Note: Weak interaction lifetimes actually vary all the way from 1() -la sec for the decay of

the r to 15 rain for neutron decay (ref. 2).

However, for tmrticle decays, the weak interaction is quite important. The quantity

cr giw_s the approximate distance a tmrticle traa_els before decaying. This distance is

tiny for strong and electromagnetic decays, aim thus in these situations, one can consider

th_ _ particle decaying instantaneously 1)ecause it will not suffer another reactioll betbre

decaying. However, partMes that decay weakly will travel a significant distance before

decaying and therefore (:ar_ intera,ct again before decay. An example is pion decay. The rr°

deca.vs eleetr(mmglletieally and s()('an l)e t:onsidered to instantly disa,pI)ear; however, the

('harged pions decay weakly aim therefore the re- will cause sul)se(tuent i()nization. Thus,

its stoI)ping t)ower needs to be incluth'd. The rc+ will ahnt)st certainly be amfihilatett with

electrtms before it. has a. (:hance to decay.

3. Inclusive Reactions

3.1. Nuclear Reactions

d_, an(t total cross sections _ as intmtThe HZETRN code requires spectra.1 distributions

and art, required only for ir_clusiv_ reactions. The mwlear fragmentation reactions can be

written



p+p --+ p+X

n+X

_ +p ---+ p+X

r_ + X

p + 'r_ -+ p + X

_l+X

n + _ --+ p+ X

n + X

p+ A --+ p+ X

n+X

A'+X

n+A -+ p+X

n+X

A' +X

A+A _ p+X

_+X

A'+X

where p is a proton, n is a neutron, and A refers to

By writing the symbol N for a generic im(:leon

can be written more compactly as

N + N

N + A

.4 + ,4

--+ N +X

-+ N+X

A'+X

--+ N+X

A'+X

gIly llllcleus.

(either proton or neutron), the above

(0)

The fragmentation reactions can be written even lnore compactly by using the symbol

A for either a nucleus or a nucleon (single partMe nucleus) as

A + A --+ A' + X (7)

where A' also includes A. With this not, ation, a. proton is a nucleus with Z = 1, writ, ten as

AZ - 11 - 'H - p, whih' a neutron is a nucleus with Z = O, written as AZ = 10 = r_.



This condensed notation is useful h)r colnimter codes in which each individual rea.ction

can be identified with all at)t)rot)riate integer index.

3.2. Particle Reactions

The meson production reactions are

p + p -+ rc + X

K+X

7_+ p -+ 7r + X

K+X

p + r_ -+ zc + X

K+X

r_ + r_ _ 7r + X

K+X

p + A --+ zc + X

K+X

n + A --+ 7r + X

K+X

A + A --+ rc + X

K+X (s)

lleutrons) 2s

N+N -+ rc+X

K+X

N+A --+ 7r+X

K+X

A+A --+ :r+X

K+X

wheI'e 7r is a. I)ion aim K is a. kaon. The t)ion can |)e either 7c°, 7r+, or n-. Tit(' kaon can

be eit, her K °, K +, or K-. Note that the neutral ka.on comes in two varieties, namely A"°,

and K °. The neutra.1 kaon contains a 50 per(:ent admixture (ref. 15) of each of K °s and

KL° .

The above can be written more COlnI)actly (with N representing both protons and



or evenmoreconqmctly (with A representing nuclei, protons, and neutrons) as just

A+A _ 7c+X

]( + x (lo)

A final simplificati()n oc(:urs if tile mesons are written generically as M, reI)resenting either

a t)ion ()r ka(m. The at)ove equation is then written

A+A -+ M+X (11)

Because HZETRN contains all possible particle interactions, one must also include

the f()lh)wing reaction of the I)r()duced I)ions and ka.ons as well, immely

fl)r the t)ions, and

7r+p _ p+X

n + X

sr+X

K+X

_+n _ p+X

'rt + X

rc + X

K+X

7c + A -+ p + X

r_ + X

rc+ X

K+X

A'+X

K+p _ p+X

r_ + X

7c+X

K+X

K +r_ -+ p+ X

r_+X

7c+ X

K+X

K+A --+ p+X



n+ X

_+X

K4X

A' + X (12)

for tileka,(ms.

Again, the above can |)e written more compactly (with N reI)r('scnting both protons

and neutrons) as

yr+N _ N+X

7r+X

K+X

rc + A --, N + X

7r+X

K+X

A'+X

fi)r tile pions, and

K+N --+

K +A --+

N+X

7r+X

K+X

N+ X

rc+X

K+X

A'+X (13)

fl)r the pions, and

neutrons) as just

_+A --+ rr + X

K+X

A'+X

K+A --+ _+ X

K+X

A'+X (14)

for the kaons.

It. can be written oven m()r,' c(mumctly (with A ret)resenting mlclei and l)rotoIls and



fo," the kaons.

A final simt)lification occurs if the mesons are written generically as M, representing

either a pion or kaon. The preceding equation is then written

At+A -+ M+X

A'+X (15)

3.3. Summary

Both tile nuclear and t)artMe reactions can be written together compactly as

A+A -+ A'+X

M+ X

DAI(t

(16)

(17)

AI + A --+ A' + X (18)

M + X (19)

where A is any nucleus, including a proton or neutron, and .111is either a 7r+, _-, 7r°, b2°,

K +, or K-. Also K ° = 50 percent K__, + 50 percent KL°. Note that A' can also be A.

The nuclear reactions (16) do not involve a. meson AI on either the left, or right side

()f the reactions, whereas the particle reactions (17), (18), and (19) do involve M ()n eith, er

the M't or right side of the reactions.

Such a compact way of writing the reactions is us@d when keei)ing track of particles

in a transt)ort code such as HZETRN.

Note the vast multiplicity of all the above reactions because A can be any nucleus,

and the pions and kaous can be cha_yed or neutral. Other" work (r@ 6) has shown that

one needs to analyze ezclu._ive reactions as well, which vastly inc'r¢!a._es the multiplicity.

Examt)les of the lowest order reactions h)r nucleon-nucleon and I)ion-mwle(m rea(:tioils are

listed in table 5.

Finally, not(, that the applied space radiation transI)ort problem differs from a pur_:

partich, t)hysics investigation in that the reaction

M+M --+ M+X

A + X (20)

might be of interest to t)article t)hysics but is not relevant to the space radiation t)rot)lem.

8



4. Particle Decays

When pions or kaons are produced, they decay according to the following maj()r

decay modes. Tile charged pions undergo a weak decay

rr± _ tl + + u, (99.99 percent) r = 2.6 x 10 -s sec, cT = 7.8 i11 (21)

where 99.99 percent refers to the percentage of this mode of decay relative to all possible

(tecay modes. The lifetime 7- has t>een listed as well as the quantity cT. Both quantities

are in the rest frame of the decaying I)artMe. The quantity cT gives the apt>roximate

distance the pion will travel before decaying and is in the rest frame of the pion. Of

course in the lab frame, which is the target frame or wall frame, the lifetime will appear

longer and the distance will therefore t)e longer. Thus cT is actually a minimum distance.

Given that ('r ,_ 8 m for the above reaction, the charged t>i()n will interact and t)r()du(:e

ionization betbre decaying. For this reason, one must also include the stopping powers of

charged t)ions in radiation transport codes.

The neutral pion undergoes an electromagnetic decay

7r° --+ 27 (99.8 percent) 7- = 8.4 × 10 -17 sec, cr = 25 Illll (22)

Thus, the neutral pion can be considered not t() propagate at all 1)ut to instantaneously

produce its two t)hotons 7. These photolls will ilnmediately decay via

7-+ e+ + e-- (23)

The electrons will i)roduce Bremsstrahhmg and also cause ionization. The t)ositrons will

amfihilate

e++c --+20' (24)

to produce more photons which will decay producing more electrons and positrons. Thus

a cascade of e+c 1)airs and t)hotons will t)e l)roduced from the decaying neutral t)ion,

which can be schematically written as

7r° -+ e'm ca.scade - e+, e-, 7 (25)

Let us now consi(ter the kaOll decays. The decay modes fl)r the t)ositive ka(m are

/_'± -+ t t± + up (64 I)ercent) (26)

7r+ + 7r° (21 i)ercent) (27)

7r+ + 7r+ + 7r- (6 t)ercent) (28)



and the lifetinle is

K ± --+ all decay modcs r = 1.2 x 10 -s sec, cT = 3.7 m (29)

The negative kaon decays in the same way except with the approIn'iate antipartMes.

Given that the lifetime of tile charged kaons is about the same as the charged pions, all

our previous considerations for charged pion interactions also apply to the charged kaons.

Neutral kaons can t)e produced also in the reaction

p + p -+ K ° + X (30)

That is how K ° is produced, but it decays in a very odd fashion. The neutral kaon is an

admixture of what are called K._ho,.t and Kto,,g, denoted _s K ° and/x'_, respectively. The

neutral kaon contains an equal admixture of these, namely

K °= 50percent K.° + 50 percent K L' (31)

These decay inodes are a,s follows:

K °, --+ 7c+ + 7r-- (69 tmrcent)

27r° (31 percent) (32)

and the lifetime is

K 0,s"--+ all decay mode,s

all(t

7- = 0.9 × 10 -l° sec, cr = 2.7 tin

with lift'time

--+ 37r° (21 I)ercent)

7c+ + ;r- + 7r° (13 percent)

_-4- + 11_=+ %, (27 percent)

7c_: + e_ + L,_ (39 percent)

(33)

K} _.---+all decay modes _- 5.2 × 10 -_ sec, cr = 15.5 m

(34)

(35)

Thus, the neutral kaon has a much longer lit?tiine than the neutral pion and will there-

fore need t() be treated difl'erently to tile neutral I)ion in transport c()des. In t)articular,

propagation of tile neutral kaon will have to be included. Furthermore,, K °,_,and /x'_ will

need to be treated differently.

The above c(msiderations show why it is important to inchute pions and kaons in

radiation transport ('odes.

10



5. Cross-Section Method

de and totalSolution of the Boltzmann equation (1) requires spectral distributions,

cross sections a for pio,l and other pa.rticle production, hi obtaining fornmlas for these

cross sections, most previous work (refs. 7 10) has started with the Lorentz invariant

,l:_, which has then been integrated to fornl the spectral anddifferential cross section

total cross sections (ref. 6).

Consider the inclusive reaction

A + B--+ C + X (36)

where A and B represent the projectile and target, respectively, C is the produced particle

of interest, a,ld X is anything.

de and is related to the Lorentz invariantThe spectral distribution for particle C is _-E

differential cross section t}y (ret_. 6 8)

do- f0 ...... l,_b d30-
_-_t_b-- 27rp J0 dp'_E sin0 dO (37)

where all variables refer to tile produced particle C, and 0,,,_,_ t_b is the maximum angle of

partMe C in the lab frame given by (ref. 6)

v/Wlp2,[ (38)
Sill0maztab --

tPt_t,[ mC

In carrying out integrations over angle, one uses Ip*m_lfor tpbl, as discussed below.

Tile total cross section, calculated in the cm frame is (ref. 6)

£7r [p,_,.,_. d3cr p2 sin 0 (39)cr = 2re, dO ./o dp dp:_/E x/p2 + rn,2

with P,*,,a:,-given 1)y tile square root of (ref. 6)

,_ [._- (-,_, + _,,x)"][._ - (,,,c - re.x) _1 (4o)
P (: = 4s

The above expression in equatiou(40) for IP*ct is not yet the value to be substituted

for p,*,,,:,, in e(tuation (39). To (_t)tain p,*,,,_ one must explicitly determine the makeup of

the i)articles X in reacti(m, in equation (36), and input the c(wrest)onding value of mx

11



into equation (40). When this is done, th,en IP*c:[ will be the value for p,*_,,, to Imt into

equations (38) and (39). Thus, one must determine the makeup of the X partMes and

therefore a study of the czclusive reactions leading to equation (36) must be undertaken,

which is one of the main the Imrposes of the present work.

6. Exclusive Reactions

Simply having to determine the values of rrtx leads to considerable work in deter-

nfining all the different possible exclusive reactions. The primary tool for this study is

analysis of all the conservation laws for particle reactions. The conserved quantities are

listed in table 2, and the relevant quantum numbers are in tables 3 and 4. For each.

possible exclusive reaction, one must check that all of these laws are satisfied. Note that

all quantities listed in table 2 are conserved in strong interactions, but may or may not be

conserved in electromagnetic and weak interactions. In the present section, we deal with

strong reactions in which all quantities are conserved. Later electromagnetic and weak

decays will be considered.

6.1. Conservation Laws

In the present work, only strong hadron interactions are considered, and these will

include only pions and nucleons. Thus, many of the conservation laws will simplify. Each

conservation law will now be considered. Further details can be found in the appendix.

Ene'iyy E and linear momentum p: For the reactions herein, these conservation laws

determine the thresholds at which the various reactions occur. All thresholds are listed

in table 5.

Be, cause of the method used to parameterize cross sections (refs. 6 10), the threshold

does not automatically appear in the parameterizations. When putting cross sections into

a code like HZETRN, it i,s important to include a code statement that will set the cross

section to zero when the cne, yy is below threshold.

Angular momentum J: One of the major constraints coming from angular momentum

conservation is that fermions always occur in pairs (see appendix); however, this will not

be relevant to strong reactions because fermions are not involved, but it. will be relevant

to weak decays. Other than that, J is easy to conserve because particles can fly off in the

appropriate angular monlentum state L to conserve J (see appendix). Thus, in analyzing

strong reactions, this conservation law need not be inw_stigated in detail as particles will
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automatically find the right L to ensure conservation. Thus, J conservation need not be

explicitly calculated.

Charye Q is the most important conservation law for strong reactions. Some of the

other conservation laws below can be ignored if Q is conserw'd.

Lepton 7tuft)hers L_,, L_,, Lr: This conservation law is not relevant to strong reactions

because leptons are not involved, but it is very important in analyzing weak decays.

Baryon number A is a very imi)ortant conservation law for strong reactions. It de-

Inands, for exainple, that there must be art equal number of nucleons oft both sides of a

reaction.

Isospin I: Strong interactions conserve I, but EM interactions do not.

z component of isospirl. I:: As discussed in the appendix, conservation of I implies

conservation of I= but not vice versa. Thus, because strong interactions conserve I, they

also conserve I: automatically. In considering strong reactions, therefore, one only needs

to explicitly consider conservation of I. Conservation of I= need not be calculated explicitly

because it is guaranteed by I conservation.

Strangeness S: In the present work, strange particles (e.g., kaons) are not considered

in detail, so this conservation law can be ignored for the moment.

Flavor' S,C, B,T: In the present work, flavored particles (e.g., kaons or charmed

hadrons) are not consi(tered in detail, and this conservation law can be iguored for the

lllOlIlellt.

Hyperchar:qe Y: The hypercharge is given by Y = A + S + C + B + T. The present

work does not consider flavored particles in detail. Particles in the present work have

S = C = B = T = 0, and thus Y = A. Conservation of baryon imlnber will iinply

conservation of hypercharge. Thus, in the present work, conservation of Y need not be

calculated explicitly because it is guaranteed by A conservation.

Parity P: As discussed ill the aI)pendix, parity conservation also inust include the

t)aI.ity contribution froIn orbital angular molneiltum (-1) I. Thus, as with conservation of

J above, one (:all safely assume the particles fly off ill the right orbital angular inomentuln

states to conserve both J and P. Tiros, P conservation need not be explicitly calculated.

Char.qe eoTtj'ugation parit_./C: This is a multiplicative conservation law (as with all

()tiler parities as well). As seen in table 4, only the photon and rc° are their own antiparti-

cles and have well-defined charge coltjugation parities. Photons won't occur in the strong

reactions considered herein, and t)ecause the rr° has C v = +1, then charge conjugation

parity conserwttion need not be explicitly calculated for strong reactions. Note, however,
that this conservation law specifies why the rr° decays (electromagnetically) into two pho-

tons and not three. For the reaction rc° _ 7 + ? the charge conjugation parity of the

13



initial state is +1 and tile chargeconjugationparity of the final state is -1 × -1 = +1.

CP need not be explicitly calculated.

Time reversal T need not be explicitly calculated.

CPT need not be explicitly calculated.

G par'ity is conserved whenever C and I are conserved; thus, G parity conserwttion

need n(_t be exI)licitly calculated.

Summary: Fo_ th,e strong interactions between the (nonflavored) nucleons and pions

consid_r'ed in the present work, only conservation of charge Q, baryon number A. and

isospir_ I need to bc <q)licitly calculated for each, reaction.

6.2. Lowest Threshold Exclusive Reactions

The lowest thresh()ld exclusive reactions are completely listed in table 5. It is a

simple nmtter t() check COllservation of Q, A, and I for each reaction. As mentioned

above, conservation of })aryon numt)er simply means that there must t>e an equal nuinber

of nucleons in the initial and final states. Thus, conservation of charge and baryon number

is easily checke(t |)v insl)ection of table 5.

isospin conservation. For instance,

Let us then only consider a few examples of

I) + P -+ 7c° + P + P

1 1 1 1

p+n --+ 7c++rt+

1 1 1 1
I" _ 1

22 2 2

7r°+p --+ 7r- +p+zr*

1 1

I-1 -+1 1

n-- +n --_ 7r++ +7c +rr-
1 1

I 1. -+ 1 1 1
2

wh('r(' it is easily seen that I is conserved in all previous reactions.
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7. Results

The key results of this work are presented in table 5. These results include a coInt)lete

list of all strong interactions between t)ions and nucleons. Table 5 shows the 48 different

t)ossible exclusive reactions within the constraints of the conservations laws. The other

results presented in tat)le 5 are the total mass of the t)arti(:les produced in each exclusive

reaction, ret)resented as rex. These reactions and the values of m:_ are used in subsequent

work (ref. 6) that calculates inclusive cross sections.
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Table 2. Conserved Quantities and Selection Rules

[See refs. 17, 24, 25, 35, and 37]

+ denotes quantity is conserved, - denotes quantity is not conserved. (Quantities which

are not conserved (-) does not nleau that they are always violated. They may or may

not be conserved in certain processes. However, quantities which are conserved (+), are

always conserved.)

Conserve(| (tuantity Strong EM Weak

Energy E +

Linear momentum p +

Angular momentum J +

Charge Q +

Electron lepton mmfl)er L,_ +

Muon lepton number L. +

Tau lepton mmfl)er L_ +

Baryon number A +

Isospin I +

z ('onlt)onent isospin I: + +

Strangeness S + +

Flavor (S, C, B, T) + +

Hyper(:harge Y + +

Parities

Parity P + +

Charge conjugation C + +

CP or T + +

CPT + +

G t)arity +

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

+1

+

Recall(ref. 35): Y=A+S+C+B+T=2<Q> Q=I:+7

71c;= rio(-1)I (I = isost)in of nmltit)let, rio, _ for neutral particle in nnlltit)let. )

ICP ()r T is always ('onserve(l except for a small violation ill /(0 weak (te('ay.
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Table3. Particle PropertiesandQuantunl Numbers

Part,icle

Z o

I174-

C-

C +

I/e

?1

('

b

t

7r° ufi + (t(-t

71-+ rid

7r- rid

lllld

i0 = p-

/_+

AO

udd

1111_1

uud

Mass, MeV s Q L_, L, L, A I I:

0

91.1882 GeV

80.419 GeV

0.511

0.511

0

_0

134.98

139.57

139.57

938.27

939.57

938.27

939.57

1232

1232

udd 1232

A- ddd 1232

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

_1 -1 +1 0 0 0
2

+ 1 - 1 0 0 0

0 +1 0 0 0

1 0 -1 0 0 0
1 '_ 1 1

+_ 0 0 0 +5
1

1 1 0 0 0 .2_ I _

1 t 0 0 0 0:5 -5 +5
'2 0 0 0 +_ 0

± _1 0 0 0 0
2 3

1 _ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0

0

0

1

1
-:_

0

0

0

0

0

0 +1 0 0 0 0 1 +1

0 - 1 0 0 0 0
1 + 1 0 0 0 + 1
! 0 0 0 0 + 1
,)

1 -1 0 0 0 -1
2

1_ 0 0 0 0 -1
2

0 +2 0 0 0 +1

0 +1 0 0 0 +1

0 0 0 0 0 + 1

0 -1 0 0 0 +1

*References for this tal)le are 13, 15, and 16.

1 -1

.5
1 1
'2 2
1 1

2
1

3
+_

1
+_

i
2
3

--U

S

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(;

0

0

0

+1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/J

0

0

0

0

+1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1'

0

0

0

0

0

+1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

_+1

'3

0

0

+1

+1

-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

+1
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Table 4. Particle Parities and AntipartMes and ForcesExperienced
(s = Strong, w = weak,em = electronlagnetic)

PartMe Antiparticle
')..

Z 0

P G GP G
7 (SELF) -1 -1 +1

Z ° (SELF)

W + W-

C- C'+

C + e-

Ve _e

D,. r,_

,// ,//

d d

b b

t t

7r° rc° (SELF)

7l-+ 71"-

71"- 71-+

p-

]1.

p = p- p+

n

___++

___+

A o

+1

-1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1 +1 -1 -1

-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

em

W

elIl_ w

eIIl_ w

elIl_ -w

w

w

s_ elll_ w

s_ eIll_ W

S, eIll, w

S, Pill, w

S, elIl_ w

S_ elll_ w

S, Pill, W

S_ eIll_ W

S, eIIl_ W

S_ elIl; w

s, eIIl, w

S, elll_ w

S, eIII, W

S, elll, w ?

s, era, w ?

S, eIll, W'. t

S_ eIIl_ w '?

Not.(': The time reversal operator T is antiunitary and therefore does llot have a quan-

tum mmlber associated with it (ref. 12). Thus, the time parity quantum number Tp

does not exist; therefore, a corresponding CpPTp quantum number does not exist, either.

Nevertheless, it is still possible to analyze T and CPT invariance in particle reactions.

Note: A charge conjugation parity quantmn Immber cannot be associated with charged

partMes (ref. 25) because, for example, CITr + >- Irr- > and thus Clrr + >_¢ +Ire + >

References tbr this table are 15, 16, 22, 26, and 35.
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In ta})le 5 I(El lab is the kinetic energy threshold, Pl i,t, is the nionmntmn threshold,

and _ is the total cm energy at threshold. All energies and nmsses are in McV. If no

munbers are listed it ineans that the sum of the final state masses is smaller than the initial

state masses, implying no threshold. The lllaSS of the deuteron d used is 1876.125 MeV.

Table 5. The mx for Minimmn Threshold Part, it:le Reactions t Occurring via the Strong

Intera,ction

Reactiou A + B --+ C + X

p+ p -+

K E1 I_b Pl t.t, V_ r. x

p + p 0 0 1876.5 938.27

T_+ p + 7r+ 292.31 796.23 2017.4 1077.8

7r° + p + p 279.67 776.55 2011.5 1876.5

_+ + p + _ 292.31 796.23 2017.4 1877.8

_- + d 288.63 790.53 2015.7 1876.1

_- + p + p + rc+ 599.8 1218.7 2155.7 2016.1

]) + J_ --+

p + _ -_ 7r 286.71 788.02 2017.4 1079.1

_ + l_ 0 0 1879.1 939.57

7r/_+ r_ + _ 279.66 776.99 2014.1 1879.1

rr+ + _- + 71+ _ 599.75 1219.3 2158.3 2018.7

+ p ÷ _ 286.71 788.02 2017.4 1877.8

7r + d 283.03 782.28 2015.7 1876.1

p + t_ 0 0 1877.8 939.57

_ + p 0 0 1877.8 938.27

7r() + p + 7_ 279.47 776.23 2012.8 1877.8

7¢) + d 275.8 770.46 2011.1 1876.1

rc+ + 7_ + r_ 292.11 795.91 2018.7 1879.1

7r- + p + p 286.52 787.25 2016.1 1876.5

tParticle C is the i)r()(hw('(1 t)arti(:le of interest and is the first, I)article listed

on the right-halM side ()t each reaction. Particles X are all the remaining

i)articles; rr_x is the sum ot the masses of these remaining i)articles.
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Table 5. (continued)

7r° + p --+

go + rt --->

rc+ + p --_

7r + + 7_--+

+p

p+ rc°

7_+ rr+

rr° + p

rc+ + 7_,

7r- + p + rc+

p+ Tr-

_ + 7r°

_r° + _t

7c+ + _r_+ rc-

7r-+Tr++n

p+ 7r+

7z + 7c+ + _+

7c° + P + 7r+

7c+ +p

7r- + p + Tr+ + Tr+

P + 7c°

,'ZO + P

7r+ + n

7c- + p + rc+

r_ + 7r°

7r° + n

_ + +n + 7c

7r-+p

p+7c +7r-

77+7c

7r° + rt + 7r

7r+ + _ + 7r- +a --

0

6.7558

0

6.7558

175.97

3.7684

0

0

175.93

175.93

0

172.4

164.77

0

362.19

0

0

168.98

0

172.4

0

168.98

0

164.73

362.07

0

0

43.237

0

43.237

280.13

32.117

0

0

280.08

280.08

0

279.01

270.45

0

481.95

0

0

275.18

0

279.01

0

275.18

0

270.4

481.83

0

1073.3

1079.1

1073.3

1079.1

1217.4

1077.8

1074.6

1074.6

1218.7

1218.7

1077.8

1218.7

1212.8

1077.8

1357.0

1079.1

1079.1

t217.4

1077.8

1218.7

1077.8

1217.4

1079.1

1214.1

1358.3

1079.1

134.98

139.57

938.27

939.57

1077.8

139.57

134.98

939.57

1079.1

1079.1

139.57

279.14

1077.8

938.27

1217.4

134.98

139.57

938.27

939.57

1077.8

139.57

134.98

939.57

1079.1

938.27

279.14

139.57

1079.1

1218.7

939.57
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8. Appendix: Review of Conservation Laws

I/eference 12 (Frauenfelder and Henley) has three (:hai)ters devoted t() conservation

laws and is an excellent referen(:e. Another ex(:ellent refer(race is Griffiths (ref. 2).

8.1. Crossing Symmetry

A good reference for this section is Griifiths (ref. 2). Supt)()se the following reaction

OCCllI'S:

A + B -+ C + D (41)

Now, from the (:onservation laws to be discussed, the 7_versc reaction c311 also oc(:ur:

C + D _ A+ B (42)

However, the principle of crossing symmetry sas_s that the following reactions will also

occur, provided that cncrqy and momentum arc ._till conserved:

A_/_+C+D

A + C' -_ [_ + D

(_ +/) _+ _ +/9 (43)

where an overhead bar denotes the a,ntit)artMe. Thus, when a particle is "crossed" over

to the other side, it is changed to an antipartMe.

As Griffiths (ref. 2) t)oints out, the t)rinciI)le of crossing symmetry tells us that

Compton scattering
5.+ c- -_ _' + e- (44)

is "really" the same I)ro(:ess as t)air a.nnihilation,

e- + e + --+ _' + _ (45)

Thus, we can see how i)overful this I)rincit)h' ()f crossing symmetry really is.

8.2. Conservation of Lepton Number

It is a(:tually the a ntineutriIl() that is involved in beta (hway of the neutron

7_ --+ p+ + e- + u (46)

Given that the neutrino is neutral, it is na.tural to ask whether th(' neutrino is its own

a ntil)arti(qe. (After all, the 7c° and the t)hot()n are their ()wn antit)artMes; however, the
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neutron is not.) As Gritfiths (ref. 2) states, "fl'om tile positive results of Cowan and

Reines, we know that tile crossed reaction

t, + n _ p+ + c- (47)

must also _ccur at about the same rate. Davis looked for the analogous reaction using
antineutrin_)s:

P + n -+ p+ + c- (48)

He found that this reaction does not occur and thus established that the neutrino and

antineutrino are distinct particles" (ref. 2).

How does one account for this particle? Introduce a new quantum number (call

it lepton number L) mid a corresponding new conservation law (conservation of lepton

number). Neutrinos are extremely light particles and therefore deserw_ to be called lep-

tons. Assign lepton number L = +1 to lcptons and L = -1 to antileptons. Consider the

previous reactions with this new conservation law,

n ---->p+ + e-

L :0_0+ 1 (49)

which vi_flat,es c_mserva, tion of lepton mmfl)er and therefore the reaction will not occur,

7t-4p++t_- +#

L :0 =0+ 1- 1 (50)

which obeys conserw,.tion of lepton mnnber and therefore the reaction will occur,

v+p+-4 tt+t_ +

L : -1 + 0 = 0 - 1 (51)

which ol_eys conservation of lepton number and therefore the reaction will occur,

p+'n.-+p+ ÷e-

L :+1 +0 = 0+ 1 (52)

which (,bevs c(mservation of h'I)ton number and therefore the l,_action will occur,

#+n-+p+ +e_ -

L: -1 +0 :_ 0+ 1 (53)

which violates conservation of lepton nunfl_er and therefore the reaction will not occur.
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8.2.1. Muon Lepton Number and Tau Lepton Number

Thus, all seemsfine with electronsand neutrinos, but what about muonsand taus?
It, turns out that the reaction

/_- -+ c + -), (54)

is never observed experimentally, even though it does not violate conservation of let)ton

immber. To account for muons and taus three different tyt)es of let)ton mmfi)ers are

introduced, nalnely conservation of electron lepton number L_, conservation of muon

let)ton numl)er L,, and conservation of tall leI)ton Immber L_. The let)ton lllllllt)er that

we have 1)een studying should be called electron lepton number, L_. Thus, the reaction

tt- -+ e- +_),

Lc : 0 _ +1 + 0

L, : +1 _ 0 + 0 (55)

violates conservation of electron leptoil nmnber and ninon let)ton nunfi)er. Then there is

the question of how to explain the observed decay (ref. 2)

_- -+ c- + P + _ (56)

The answer is that there must be different types of neutrinos, each associated with the

electron, muon, or tau. In tile days before the tau was known, this decay was referred to

as the two-'neutrino hypothesis. Today we (:all the three types of neutrinos the electron

neutrino u_, the muon neutrino u., and tile tau neutrino _r, each with its own difl'erent

lepton number. Thus, the at)()ve reaction is actually

fl --+(' +G,+L'.

L_'O=I-I+O

L,'+I =0+0+1 (57)

/5 decay is inore correctly written as

-+ p + _- + G

L,,'O=()+I-1

L. • 0 = 0 + 0 + 0

L_ "0=0+0+0 (58)
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8.3. Conservation of Baryon Number

Ill 1938 Stuckelberg introduced tile law of conservation of baryon number to account

for the stability of the proton. Tile reaction

P+ -+ e-_ + 7 (59)

is allowed by all the conservation laws above, yet does not occur ill nature. (As Grifliths

(ref. 2) points out, this reaction does violate conservation of lepton number, but that

violation was not known until later. To properly include lepton number conservation,

just put in a neutrino on the right-hand side.) Stuckelberg proposed a new conservation

law aIl(t consequently tile existence of a new quantum number, which is now called baryon

imlnl)er. All baryons are assigned a baryon immber A = +1; all antibaryons are assigned

A - -1; and all mesons and let)tons are assiglm(t A = 0. Therefore the proton is stable

t)y virtue of the conservation of baryon number.

8.4. Strange Particles

Muirhead (ref. 13) contains some excellent examples relevant to this section. As Gri_ths

states, "for a brief period in 1947, it was possible to believe that the major problems of

elementary t)arti(:le t)hysics were solved" (ref. 2). Yukawa's meson and Dirac's I)ositron

had been found, and peot)le pretty nnlch believed in Pauli's neutrino hyI)othesis, only

awaiting ext)erimental confirlnation. No one really understood wily the nlllOll existed,

but let's ignore that,.

Late in 1947, yet another drainatic discovery was made in the cosmic rays. The

so-calh,(t V particles were discovered (now called kaons K, lambdas A, cascades -_, and

sigmas E), which, due to their pion decays, left tracks in the shat)e of a V in nuclear

emulsions. When these V t)articles were able t() be produce(t in a(,celeralors they were

also called strange particles/)ecause of the following (ref. 28):

• They were always I)r()(tu('ed in pairs.

• They were all produced from reactions where the initial state contained protons or

neutrons, but in some decays there would be i1o protons or neutrons in the final state.

• All the strange pro'titles are unstable.

• All strange t)articles are t)r()(hu:ed via strong interactioils but often decay via weak
interactions.

Because they are produced copiously but decay only slowly suggested that their

t)ro(tuction Inechanisln is (tifferent from their decay mechanisin. A copious production

rat(, indicates t)roductioil via tile strong force, but a slow decay rate suggests (le(:ay via

the weak tbr('(,. (They decayed even more slowly than typical EM lifetimes.) T() at.count
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for all this, Gell-Mann introduced a new quantunI nulnl)er which he called strangeness
S (don't confuse this with spin ._), which tie guessed is conserved in strong interactions

but not in weak interactions. The strange particles are strongly produced and are always

produced in pairs such as

rr- +p+ --+ N ° + A

S:0 + 0 = +1 - 1 (60)

where the kaons carry S = +1 and the lambdas carry S = -1. Now that the strange

particles have been produced, they will decay. But the kaon is the lightest strange meson,

and the lambda is the lightest strange baryon, so they can't decay into other strange

particles. They can only decay into nonstrange partMes. Now they can't (tecay via. the

strong interaciion because it conserves strangeness. If strangeness is always conserved by

every interaction, then they won't decay at all. But they are observed to decay, and thus

it must be via the EM or weak force. The decay rate is too hmg for the EM force and

so their decay nmst be via the weak force, and because they decay iileaiis that the weak

force does not conserve strangeness. The lambda decay is

A --+ p+ + rr-

S:-I _:0+0 (61)

8.5. Other Conservation Laws

We have now introduced the complete family of leptons and some of the hadrons. We

have discussed the three forces, namely electromagnetic, strong, and weak. (Gravitational

interactions between elementary I)articles are so increditfly weak as to be entirely negligible

at energies accessible to accelerators today.) Now we turn to the question of what reactions

and decays are possible between the partMes. We will only consider whether reactions

or decays are possible or not. Feynman diagram techniques can be used to calculate the

(:ross sections and decay rates (lifetimes) of these processes.

8.5.1. Conservation of 4-Momentum for Decays

Conservation of 4-momentum includes conservation of energ3 _ and conservation of linear

3-momentum. They are best dealt with as conservation of the total 4-momentum. This

conservation law is very ilnportant for reactions as it determines the threshold energy

below which a certain reaction cmmot occur. These constraints will be calculated below.

Conservation of energy and momentum is also important for partMe decays. An impor-

tant result is that the masses of the decay products cannot exceed tit(: mass of the decaying

particle, which is now proved. Consider the decay

1 --+ 2+3+4+5+--. (62)
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Conservationof 4-monmntuniyields

t)'21 : (1)2 + P3 At-P4 + P5 +'" .)2

In the cm franle of the decaying particle, this gives

rnl =E2+E:{+E4+Es+.-.

However, in general,

(63)

(64)

an(t thus E.2 + Ea + E4 + E;, + ..- > 'm2 + ma + m4 + Tn5 + -.. gives

mt _> m2 + rna + m4 +ms + ... (65)

showing that the masses _)t' the decay products calmot exceed the mass of the decaying

particle.

8.4.2. Conservation of 4-Momentum for 3-Body Reactions

For the 3-t)ody decay,

The previous result gives

For a 3-1)o(ly r'cactior_

1 --+ 2 + 3 (GG)

2 + 3 1 ((;s)

The result (eq.

the .final stat_' must bc gr'eat_:r tha'n ltue 'masses of the two initial particles.

For this reason, a reaction such as

:r° + p----> p

is forbidden due to conserwttion of 4-1nomentum. However, the reaction

7v° + p --+ A +

is allow(,d.

(67)) obviously remains true. Thus, for a 3-body reaction, the mass of

(69)

(70)
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8.5.3. Conservation of 4-Momentum and Threshold Energy

Because of the method used to parameteri, ze cross sections (refs. 6-10), the threshold

does not appear automatically in the parameterizations. Whe_l putting cross sections into

a code like HZETRN, it is inq)ortant to i'neludc a code statement that will set th.e cross

section to zero when the energy is below threshold.

The reaction threshold energy is now derived. Consider the reaction

1+2-+3+4+5+6+-" (71)

The MandelstaIn invariant s is

,,, _- (p_'+ p._)_= (p!;+ p_ + p_ + p_ +...)_
(El + E2) 2 - (Pt + P2) 2

: (Ea + E4 + Er, + E6 +'" .)2 _ (Pa + P4 + Pr, + P¢_ +'" .)2 (72)

The particle production thresh, old is defined so that all the final state particles are at rest,

p:{ = P4 = P._, = P(_ ..... 0 (73)

Which implies the (:'m frame because p:{ + P4 + P_ + P6 + .... 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + .... 0.

Thus at threshold, the Mandelstam invarimlt s is

,s = (ma + m4 + m._ + m,(i + ...)'2 (74)

Because s is a relativistic invariant, we can equate it to its lab value so that

(nl.._+ ,,1_,+,1_, + ._ +...): - 7,1_-,,1_, (75)
JE1 lab thre.shold _ 21712

giving the threshold kinetic energy as

Tl lab threshold -- _77,1

2m2

2m,)

2m2
(76)

or

(Es "s) _ - ("'_ + ln_)'
7'1 lab lhreshoht

2m,_

where Zf rrlf denotes the stun over the ma,sses of all final state I)artMes.

(77)
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8.5.4. Conservation of Charge

Charge is always conserved in elementary particle reactions and decays; thus, in 9

decay

n---+p+ +c-+p

Q:0= +l-l+0 (78)

8.5.5. Conservation of Angular Momentum

The best reference for this section is Muirhead (ref. 13). Another good reference is

Roe (ref. 14). By knowing that tile photon is a spin-1 particle, the angular momentum

(:onserw_tion laws, Am :kl, 0 and AL = +1, for (tiI)ole transitions can t)e derived for

atomic, molecular, or nuclear I)hoton transitions.

In elementary particle reactions, the inconfing or outgoing particles can be a variety

()f L states, and thus angular m()mentuni does not constrain things very ninth. Remember

it is J = L + s which is to be conserved, which is always easy because L can be anything

(i.e., particles can fly off in S or P or D states, and so oiL).

However, there is one imt)ortant constraint froln angular monientuln and that is

Fermions always occur in pairs.

The reason (ref. 13) for this pairing is that orbital angular momentum is always an integer

wherea_ the intrinsic spin angular momentum of fermions is always half integer. The total

angular momentum will only be conserved if fermions occur in pairs. Examples are the
reactions

n-+p++e- +P

1 1 1 1
s " - -+ (79)

2 2 2 2

Of course one does not read _ on the right. Because we are considering vectors, tile three
l

i values on the right-hand side can orient to equal tim spin _ on the left. Alsospin

p +p--+ p +p + 7v°

1 1 1 1

s'_ _--_ _ 0 (8O)

where the pi()n (rr °) has an intrinsic spin of 0. In fact, a sI)in is measured in this way. By

measuring the angular distribution of t)ions (suI)t)ose they (:ome off st)heri(:ally symmetric,

which corresponds to an S state), then one can deduce that pions have st)in 0.

Another exanq)le is seen in reference 13:

7v +p-+ n+'y
1 1

s'O _-+_ 1 (Sl)
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wherethe photon hasspin 1.

8.5.6. Conservation of Isospin

Isospin is an imt)ortant conservationlaw and can be sumnmrizedas

I is cor_.served in strong intezuctions (not EM or weak).

I: is eon.se_'ved in ._trvng and EM interactions (not weak).

Both Beiser (ref. 33) and Muirhead (ref. 13) have excellent discussions of isospin.

The concept of isospin was introduced by Heisenberg to account for the near equality of

the masses of the proton and neutron and the charge iIMet)eIldence of the nuclear force.

That is, the strength of the nn, pp, and np forces are ol)serve(t to be identical if one

disregards electronmgenti(: effects. Isospin is a quailt.um number analagous to ordinary
1 and the z-COlllI)onent ca,ll lm ._' 1intrinsic spin. A %rmion has int.riilsic st)in s = 5, = +':

I which we ofteil describe as spin "up" or spin "down." Heisenberg pictured
or s - 2, 1 doublet, but the isospin
the proton and neutron as behmging to a single isospin I = 5

_11 )_'t state is the proton, and the isospin "down" state is the neutron. Thus the t)roton

1 while the neutron has I- 1 Thus, the isospin assignment serves tohas I: = +5, - - _"
distinguish the charges of the neutron and proton. The charges are given 1)y

with Q given in units of e. This equation (82) is

Mann Nishijiina relation
A

(82)

generalized to what is called the Gell-

S
_ (8a)
2

where A is the baryon number (+ 1 for both proton and neutron) and S is the strangeness

(0 for proton and neutron). Given that charge Q is always conserved and baryon number

A is always c(mserved, then I: will bc con._'_,wcd only wh, en S is eon,_cr'ucd. Thus, because

weak interactions violate strangeness conservation they will also violate I: conservation.

Also, the Gell-Mann Nishijima relati(m will later be generalized to

Y (84)Q=I:+-
2

where Y is called the strong hypercharge. (For the above cases Y = A + S, but this

equation is further generalized to Y = A + S + C + B + T).

Isospin is also a useful quantity for the three t)i(ms (rr +, 7r-, 7c°), which also have very

similar masses. The way to distinguish t.h(ml is obviously to assign the i)i(m multiplet an
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isopsin I = 1 with each separate pion having a different value of I:. The assignment is

rr+(I: = +1), 7t-(I: = -1), 7r°(& = 0). The pions have B = S = 0, an<t theref<)re

Q = I: (85)

for pions. (Again, Q is in units of e.)

Both I and I: are conserved in strong intcractions (which is the whole point of

introducing them. Neither is always conserved in weak intcractiona. I is not conserved in

EM intcractio'n.s', but I: is conserved in EM interactions. Let us look at some examples

(ref. 33). The first is a strong interaction process

p+ + p+

1 1

I. _
1 1

I:. _ +_

in which both I and I: are conserved.

-+ A° + K° +p+ + 7:+

1 1

+ o _ _ 1
1 1

= 0-_ +_ +1 (86)

Note that the quantum number I= is simply"

additive. As with spin s, the conservation of I involves vector addition, so the numbers

do not simply add. Instead they add as vectors (ref. aa).
Now c(msider an EM process, which is the famous decay of the neutral pion into two

t)hotons

rc° --+ +

I" 1 --+ 0 0

I: • 0 = 0 + 0 (87)

We see that I is n()t c(mserved, |rot I: is conserve(1.

Finally, consider the following two weak decay processes

Ao _ n + 7r°
1

I- 0 -+ _ 1

1
I:.0 # +0

2
(88)

aIld

I ,

Iz"

A ° -+ p+ + te-

l

0 --+ _ 1

1
0 # - -1

2
(89)
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whereneither I nor I: is conserved.

Finally, note that

If I is conserved th.er_ I: is conserved, but not vice versa.

Tile reason for this relationship is simply from vector a(lditi(m. The, vector equation

A+B=C+D

implies equality of all components, namely

A;_+B.,. = C,+D,

A:,j + By = C:j + D,,.

A:+B= = C:+D:

Isospin conservation can be written

(9o)

(91)

(92)
(9a)

}-_Ii : _If (94)
i f

with a SUlll over all iifitial state and final state particles involved in the reaction. This

vector addition formula then implies (:onservation of the z corot)orient,

I:i = _ I:f (95)
i f

However, of course, this latter equation does not imply the former, ms seen with electro-

magnetic interactions which conserve I: but not I. Strong interacti(ms, on the other hand,

conserve I and therefl)re must also conserve I:.

Stating this another way, equation (90) does imply equations (91), (92), and (9a), but

equation (ga) does not imply (91) and (92); that is, equation (ga) does not imply equation

(9o).
A more rigorous approach to this statement is based on commutation with tile Hamil-

tonian. All conserved quantities commute with the Hamiltonian. Thus, conservation of I

is expressed as

[H,I] = 0 (96)

(97)

which of course implies

[H, I.]i + [H, I_j]j + [H, I:]k = 0
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which is only satisfied if

[H, Ix] = 0 (98)

[H, Iv] = 0 (99)

[H,I:] = 0 (i00)

iInt)lying conservation of/_-. As before, equation (96) does imply equations (98), (99),

and (100), but equation (100) does not iinply (98) and (99); that is, equation (100) does

not imply equation (96).

8.5.7. Hypercharge

Another quantum nuInber that is often used is called hypercharge. Hypercharge is often

used instead of Strangeness. Actually, its correct name is strong hypercharge, as opposed

to weak hypercharge. Strong hypercharge is defined as (ref. 12)

Y=A+S+C+B+T=2<Q> (101)

with Q in units of e and where A is baryon number, S is strangeness, C is charmness,

B is bottomness, and T is topness. All the particles we have discussed so far have zero

values for (_hH,l'lll, })ottomness, an(t t()t)ness. The quantity < Q > ret)resents the avera.qe

chaTye of a multiplet. Thus, the average charge of the pion multit)let is 0 and therefl)re
for the nucleonY = 0. The average charge of the mlcleon multiplet is +1, an(l s() Y =

(for l)oth proton and neutron).

Often books (ref. 33) write it simply as Y - A + S because most of the particles

have C - B - T = 0, but it is better to just use the general formula given previously so

that all cases are c()vered. Thus, the Gell-Maim Nishijinm relation should |)e generalized

t() (refs. 12 and 23)
Y

Q = I: +:f (102)

The Flavor quantum mmlber reI)resents S, C, B, T. Flavor is con.se'rved in strong and

EM interactions but not in weak interactions (ref. 2). Given that baryon numt)er A is

always conserved, it folh)ws that Y is conserved the same way as fin' flav()r. Thus, Y is

conse'r_ved il_ strong and EM interactions but not in weak interactions.

8.5.8. Conservation of Parity

S()me excellent retbren('es fl)r this section are these: 2, 12, 23, 24, and 25. Parity is the

operation wtfi('h inverts spatial coordinates; that is, (:r, y, z) -+ (-x,-y,-z) ()r r -+ -r.
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It. is an examt)leof a discreteasopposedto continuoustransf()rmation. In particular, the
parity operator P acting on a wave function (actually any flmction) is

P,¢)(r) = g_,(-r) (103)

Define all eigenvalue equation
P_'(r) = r/g,(r) (104)

where _/is the cigenvaluc or I_arity quantum number. Now let P act again a.s in

P2_)(r) = P¢,(-r) = V(r)

= rlPf,(r) = rl2_(r) (105)

Thus rl'2 = 1 or

_/= +1

(Because p,2 = 1, we say that P is idempotent.)

Now the wave function is written generally as (refs. 24 and 25)

106)

,,,,(,.,o 0) = R,,,(,.)_'},,,(o,o)

(21 + 1)(1 -m)!

4re(/+ m)!
/°1m (COS 0) e imO (107)

Now st)atial inversion r --_ -r is equivalent to

1"--+1"

O --->rr - O

o -+ 7r+ 0 (108)

See figure 3.1 of Perkins (ref. 25). Thus,

cimO __+ t,i'"(Tr+O) = (_l)'"c i'''°

p,,,,(cos0) + p,,,,(,:os(_- o))= (-1)'+'"p,,,,(co,_ 0) (109)

or

}'?,,,(0, O) --+ }'_,,,(rc - O, 7r + O) = (-1)'}},,,(0, O)

Therefore, the stdw:r'ical harmonics have' parit'q (-1) t.

Now the selection rules for t)hoton transitions between atomic states are

Arn = +l, 0

A1 = ±1

(110)

(111)
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Thus, when an atomic transition occurs, tile t)arity of the energy levels must change,

which means that the photon must carry away parity of -1 so that tile parity of tile

whole system is conserved (refs. 24 and 25). Thus, if the photon has an intrinsic parity,

it makes sense that other particles can be assigned an intrinsic parity.

There is a certain parallel between parity and angular momentum (ref. 2). Just as

angular momentmn comes in two varieties, both orbital and intrinsic, so to<) does parity.

We have seen that the orbital or relative parity is (-1) l due to the st)herical harmonics.

PartMes also have instrinsic spin and instrinsic parity.

In quantum field theory one can show that (ref. 23) boson_s' have th.e .s'alne intrinsic

parity a,s' their antiparticles, whereas fermions have opposite parity to their antiparticles.

The reference tor the rest of this subsection is by Das and Ferbel (ref. 23). Consider

parity conservation in the following decay (ref. 23):

A _ B + C (112)

Let d be tile spin of tile decaying particle A. If the two particles, B and C, are spinless,

then their relative angular nlomentum (1) nmst equal the spin of A,

l=J (113)

Conservation of parity iml)lies (ref. 23)

']A = 71,rio'(-1) t -- _']B_TC(--1) J (114)

However, if ,1 -- O, then

In this case, the allowed decays are

r]A = rlf_](" (115)

0 + -+ 0 + + 0 +

0 + -+0- +0-

O- -+ 0 + + O- (116)

where tile notati<m <'onvellti(m is or/'. If I)arity is conserved, the tblh)wing reactions (:annot

take l>lace (ref. 23):

()* ¢ 0 + + 0-

O- ¢ 0 + + 0 +

o- ¢o-+o (117)
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8.5.9. Parity of Deuteron

Tile proton and neutron are both spin 1/2 pa,rticles, and in an s-state can fornl either

a ,1 = 0 or J = 1 partMe. Tile deuteron spin is ,1 = 1, indicating that tile proton and

neutron both have spins up in tile deuteron.

Tile proton and neutron both have parity 71= +1. The t)arity of the deuteron is

r/a = r/.%(-1) t (118)

Now in the deuteron, tile proton and neutron are primarily in a relative s-state (1 = 0),

so that

rla = r/,,rb,(-1) l= (+1)(-/-1)(-1) 0 = +1 (119)

The intrinsic parity of tile deuteron is +1.

8.5.10. Parity of 7r-

References 12 and 23 are excellent references for this section. In this section we shall

see how it is determined that the re- has negative t)arity. Consider the absort)tion of a

very low energy rr- on deuterium,

re- + d --+ n + n (120)

It is known (ref. 12) that the I)ion slows down in the target and is finally captured

around a deuteron, forming a pioific atom. With the emission of photons, the pion rapidly

goes down to the lowest energy level, which is an s-state (l = 0) from whMl the above

reaction occurs; that is, this final s-state is unstable and the pion reacts with the deuteron.

Thus, the initial relative angular momentuni li between the rr- and d is li = O.

Conserva.tion of I)arity requires that

florid(--1)" = rl,,rl,,(--1)'* = (--1)'_ (121)

where tile far right-han(t side occurs because we have parities of two identical particles

nmltiplied together (rl._l,,), which always gives +1. Now the deuteron parity is 71d = +I,

and also li = 0 so that
rl:= (-I)'± (122)

where If is the relative angular inoinentllnl of the final state of the tw() neutroils. These
are two i(tentical t>rmions, an(t thus their total wave flmction must be antisynlmetric.

If the two neutrons ha.ve opposite sI)in, then the st)in wave function is antisymmetri(:;

therefore, the orl)ital wax;(' fmiction nmst be symmetric, leading to If = euem However,
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in the 7r- + d --+ '_ + 7_reaction, the initial angular nlomentunl is 1 (Tr has spin 0, d has

spin 1, and as we saw li = 0). Thus, angular nloulentuln conservation would be violated.

Thus, tile two neutrons must both have tile same st)in.

In this case, the spin wave flmction is symmetric and therefore tile orbital wave

flmction must be antisymmetric leading to 11 = odd. Thus, we finally have r]_ = -1.

8.5.11. Weak Interactions Violate Parity

Some goo([ references for this section are Das (ref. 23) and Gritfiths (ref. 2). A big

question occurred in the early 1950s concerning the tau-theta puzzle. Two strange mesons,

at the tiine called 0 and v, seemed to be identical in every respect (same mass, lifetime,

charge, st)in and so ()n) exc(_pt that their weak decays were quite different, nainely

0 + -+ _'+ + 7r° (123)

7-+ __+ 7r+ +Tr °+Tr °

-+ 7r+ + 7r+ + 7r- (124)

B()th 7- and 0 have spin zero, and from angular nlomentuin conservation, the total final

angular momentum must also be 0. Now tile pions all have spin 0 and thus, froln (:OilSer-

vation of angula In(mmntum, the total final relative value of orbital angular moinentmn

inust /)e l/ = 0. Consequently, the final orbital I)arity is +1. Now all tile I)i()ns have

negative parity, and the final total parity nmst be +1 ibr the 0 decay and -1 for the w

decay. Assuming c()nservation of parity implies that the initial, or intrinsic t)arity of 0

was +1 and tbr 7- it was -1. The great I)uzzle was that two seemingly identical I)articles

should carry ot)t)osite parity. This puzzle was resolved by the suggestion of Lee and Yang

(in 1956) that weak interactions don't conserve parity and that the 0 and T are actually

the ._ame t)articles, which is now called tile positive kaon K +.

8.5.12. Charge conjugation parity

Some good references for this section are Das (ref. 23) and Grifliths (ref. 2). Classical

electrodynamics is invariant under a change in the sign of the charge (ref. 20). Charge

conjugation is a generalization of "changixlg the sign of charge." Charge conjugation is the

operation which com,ert., a particle to an antiparticle and vice versa. As Griffiths (ref. 2)

t)oints out, the wor(l charge conjugation is something of a misnomer 1)ecause it is also

appli(:able to neutral t)articles.

Just as ordinary parity is the operation that changes r -+ -r or P¢_,(r) -- (t_(-r),

th(' charge conjugation parity operator C changes particles to antiparticles,

C]p >-If > (125)
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Ill other words, tile chargeconjugation operator flips the sign of all quar_,tum numbers

that pertain to a particle. As with ordinary l)a.rity, define an eigenvahw equation

CIP >- 71,.IP > (126)

where rl,. is the eiger_val_u', or' ch, arge cor_jugatioT_ parity quantum r_,umber. Now let. C act

again as in

C'2lp >= CI/_ >= IP>
2 (127)

Thus, 71_= 1 or
_/, = !1 (12s)

(Because C 2 = 1, we say that C is idempotent.) Thus, particles and antit)articles will be

eigenstates of the charge c(mjugation t)arity operator with charge (:onjugatioIl quant, mn

numbers of +1.

A charge cor_jugatior_ parit:q quar_,turn, number cannot be associated with. charlqed par-

tides #4 25) b,_,,,:,,.s,,..fo.,._._:,:o,.,,,.p>.

cl_ + >-I_- >

ar_,d thus

CI_+ >¢ +lTr+ >

Thus or_,l_l 7_,eutr(zl pa'r'ticlcs will have a ,well-defined charge conjugation par'it9 quantum

lA'lt?rtbclL

One can show (refs. 2 and 25) that for a system consisting of a spin-l/2 particle and

its antiparticle, with rela.tiv(' angular momentum L and total spin S, then the eigenvalues

are giwm by
'/,. = (-1) L+s" (129)

Thus ?T_reSOrt.,_(made of (, quark-antiqua','k pair) havre their C ei,qenvaht(', ,qivcl,. by this

equation.

C is cor_,servcd in st'_vv.q and EM interactions but is violated m weak interac-

tior>'.

Like ordinary parity, charge conjugation parity is a multiplicative quantuin mmlber. Con-

sider the EM deca.y of the pi(m into t.wo phot, ons

7r° --+ ,), + 7

_/,.: (+1) --+ (-1) × (-1) (130)

where C is conserved. However, decay into three photons is forbidden by C conservation,

air, hough de(:ay into four t)hotons is allowed.
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8.5.13. Conservation of CP and CPT

A good reference fl)r this subsection is reference 36. All interactions obey CP con-

servati(m except that CP violation has been observed in the weak decays of K ° mesons.

Thus, if CP is violated in/(0 weak decays, it means that T-parity is also violated.

The time reversal opera, tot T i_ antiunitary and therefore does not have a quantum

numbe:r associated with it (ref. 12). Th, us, the time parity quantum numbcr Tp does

not exist and therefore a corresponding CpPTp quantum number does not exist either.

Nevertheless, it is still possible to analyze T and CPT inva'riance in particle reactions.

8.5.14. Conservation of G Parity

Gritfiths (ref. 2) has a beautifully clear explanation of G parity. References 14 and

19 are other excellent references for this section. G parity, which is another multiplicative

(tuantuni imlnber, is defined as

rja = r/c(-1) _ (131)

where I = isospin of nmltiplet. G parity is conserved whenever C and I are conserved

(ref. 14), which means that G parity is conserved in strong interactions but violated in
ElM and weak interactioils.

Thus, the pion muMplet has I - 1 and the :r° has 71(, = + 1, giving r/(: = (+ 1) (- 1) l =

-1. Sinfilarly, the p meson has 71a = +1 and the a: meson has rio; = -1.

8.5. 15. Leptons Versus Hadrons

Leptons have Imryon number A = 0 and so S, Y, I, I: are not defined for leptons.

They are onb" quantum mmfl)ers relevant for baryons. See tables 3 and 4.

9. Selection Rules

R(,ferences 17, 23, 29, and 31 are best for selection rules. References 30, 32, 34, 36,

and 37 are also other good references.

In Electromagnetic interactions, even though total isospin is violated, it still obeys

a selection rule (refs. 23 and 29).

AI = 0,+1 (132)

Many ()t"the other quantum nunlbers listed in table 2 are violated in weak interacti(ms

but also still ot)ey certain selection rules. It is convenient to divide up the weak interactions

into the three categories of Leptoific, Seinilet)tonic, and Nonlei)tonic. Leptonic processes

involve only let)tons, while Nonleptonic processes do not involve any leptons, but only

hadrons. SemileI)tonic processes involve both hadrons and leptons. The selection rules

for these weak interaction i)rocesses are discussed in references 17 and 29.
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10. Concluding Remarks

We have presenteda (letRiledstudy for all the issuesrelated to tile in(:lusion of
exclusivereactioncrosssectionsfor t)ionsand nucleonsin Langleytransport methodswith
t)articular referenceto the extensionof HZETRN codefor inesons.This extensionwould
be extremely useflfl for st)acemissionswith particular referenceto radiation t)rotection
and shielding from hazardsfrom cosmicradiations.
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